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Standartpark today

countr ies

USA, Canada, Spain, Poland, Romania, Moldova, 
Ukraine, Belarus, Russia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan.11

R&D Project Service

Sales officesProduction Plants

Standartpark is an international trading and 
manufacturing company established since 2000. 
Specializing in the fields of water collection/ 
removal, custom project engineering, and 
landscape design from the very beginning. 

THE ENTIRE PRODUCTION LINE 
OF STANDARTPARK IS CERTIFIED 
ACCORDING TO ISO 9001 QUALITY 
MANAGEMENT STANDARDS
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EasyPave Grid 

Introducing Standartpark EasyPave Grid! 2 Inches in height, will 
withstand loads up to 88,000 lbs without even anything inside 
it, and even comes with the ability to utilize installation anchors 
(optional). So what is better about this than the competition? 
We have put a lot of thought into the engineering of this unit.

#1 RATED PERMEABLE PAVING SYSTEM ON THE MARKET!
Taller than all others - Taller means more material can fill, 
which means more strength, which means no erosion of ma-
terials going everywhere. 

"S" turn grid design - We designed our EasyPave system with 
wave type designs that narrow at the edges. This allows for 
more strength, meaning ultra heavy loads such as plow trucks, 
semi trucks, and even tanks can go over this - and that is even 
when its not filled! 

Slide and Lock Installation  - Our push and lock installation 
leaves NO room for disconnection. Other pave grids come 

USES 
 ⇢ Patios
 ⇢ Driveways (grass and 
gravel)

 ⇢ Parking lots / Pads (grass 
and gravel)

 ⇢ Shed / Pad Bases

Article 8100-CH

Material 100% Recycled Polyethylene

Coverage Each unit covers 3.3 SQ feet

Dimensions 26"L x 18" W x 2"H

Load Class D - 88000 LBS

PARAMETERS

with a push down mechanism... allowing for easy disconnect 
when something is driving over it. Because our units connect 
horizontally, no amount of pressure from above or below will 
cause this to disconnect. 

Anchor System (optional) - Our EasyPave system comes with 
the ability to use installation anchors. No other Paving system 
comes with these. This will not only hold in place your grid, but 
makes the reliability far superior and literally becomes "one 
with the ground". 

Air and Permeability - Most Paving systems have a very tight 
ship when it comes to permeability. As you can see, grass and 
erosions issues will simply not happen with Standartpark's 
Easy Pave. Water penetrates directly through the bottom with-
out hitting a stop. If you want to plant grass, no problem! It 
grows through our systems just fine!

Cost! - You can price out all the competition with our EasyPave 
Grid. But we guarantee you will not find the height, load class, 
design, installation ease at a lease expensive price! Also re-
member .... FREE SHIPPING!
We do recommend ordering 10-15% in overage in your project, 
as the dimensions of the grid and your installation might not 
be exact. And as always we do have free returns if you have 
some left over!

HEXpave GRID

Standartparks HEXpave grid is 1 inch in height, will withstand 
loads up to and including 27,500 lbs with aggregate fill, and 
comes with ability to utilize our anchoring system on slight in-
cline installations (up to 10%).

What makes HEXpave so special?
Unique Design - Our tightly won’t 2 inch hexagon design al-
lows for gravel or soil fill with a continuous pattern. Meaning 
no aggregate will leave the system.

Open for grass - HEXpave system allows for more grass to 
grow through with its hex openings and integrated design 
technology. This makes for the perfect system for walkways, 
patios, and small vehicle areas.

Snap and lock installation - The HEXpave system comes with 
a snap and lock installation that leaves NO trace of where it 
connets. Not eye sores, just a great looking system after in-
stallation.

USES 
 ⇢ Patios
 ⇢ Driveways (grass and 
gravel)

 ⇢ Parking lots / Pads (grass 
and gravel)

 ⇢ Shed / Pad Bases

Article 8102-CH

Material 100% Recycled Polyethylene

Coverage Each units covers 3.3 sq ft after 
connection

Dimensions 23” x 20” x 2”

Load Class В - 27,500 lbs

PARAMETERS

Anchor system (optional) - Our HEXpave system comes with 
the ability to use our installation anchors. No other paving sys-
tem comes with this option. This will not only hold in place your 
grid, but makes the reliability far superior and becomes “one 
with the ground”.

Air and permeability - Most Paving systems have a very tight 
ship when it comes to permeability. As you can see, grass and 
erosions issues will simply not happen with Standartpark's 
HEX pave. Water penetrates directly through the bottom with-
out hitting a stop. If you want to plant grass, no problem! It 
grows through our systems just fine!

Cost! - You can price out all the competition with our HEX pave 
Grid. But we guarantee you will not find the height, load class, 
design, installation ease at a lease expensive price! Also re-
member .... FREE SHIPPING!

We do recommend ordering 10-15% in overage in your project, 
as the dimensions of the grid and your installation might not 
be exact. And as always we do have free returns if you have 
some left over! 
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Geo / Ground Grid

Great for all 
situations

 ⇢ Retaining Wall 
 ⇢ Parking Spaces
 ⇢ Driveways 
 ⇢ Grass 

instaliments

Our Geo Ground Grid is the "end all be all" for your erosion 
problems. Made with a flexible poly (100% Recycled Material) 
and with our lifetime warranty, this will put an end to your is-
sue. We carry three specific sizes (heights). The 2" geo grid - 
mainly meant for home / gardening and walking pathways. 
The 4" Geo grid which is for your pads, hill sides, and common 
erosion problems. The 8" geo grid is more for your extremely 
heavy duty situations but mostly for retaining walls! Saving you 
a lot of money in reference to normal concrete retaining walls. 

2" THICK 4" THICK 8" THICK

Article NP-G8750 NP-G8710 NP-G8720

Material Modified Polyethylene

Coverage 160 SQ FT

Dimensions 9FT x 17FT

Load Class D - 88000 LBS

PARAMETERS

2" THICK GEO / GROUND GRID
Our 2" thick ground grid is perfect for 

all sorts of projects. From landscaping to 
light load pads... we recommend 2" geo 
grid for just pedestrian only. 4" and 8" 
Geo Grid  would be for parking spaces, 
driveways and anything that needs to 
withhold a heavy driving load. Easy to 
install.

Uses
 ⇢ Walking paths 
 ⇢ Light Pedestrian Areas
 ⇢ Gardening / Landscaping

4" THICK GEO / GROUND GRID
Our 4" thick ground grid is perfect 

for all sorts of projects. From parking 
spaces, landscaping, and anything that 
needs to withhold a heavy driving load. 
Easy to install! Use with LARGE gravel 
only - not for parking spaces with Grass. 
Our EasyPave system would be utilized 
for that. Works up to a 45 degree slope 
for driveways.

Uses
 ⇢ Parking Pads
 ⇢ Retaining Walls
 ⇢ Walking Paths
 ⇢ Erosion Control
 ⇢ Paver Base
 ⇢ Shed Base
 ⇢ Temporary Lot
 ⇢ Horse Stables / Paddocks

8" THICK GEO / GROUND GRID
Our 8" thick ground grid is perfect for 

all sorts of projects. From parking spac-
es, landscaping,VERY steep retaining 
walls and anything that needs to with-
hold a heavy driving load or a very large 
fill. Easy to install.

Uses
 ⇢ Heavy Duty Driveway / Steep 

Installation
 ⇢ Horse Paddocks
 ⇢ Retaining Walls
 ⇢ Steep Slopes

We always recommend utilizing our geo 
grid anchors with installation. Utilizing 
our anchors allows you to fully expand the 
grid out, anchor down tight, and fill. Our 
anchors also made with PPE plastic can 
remain within the geo grid for longevity of 
tension. 
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